Longbranch Farms is multi-generation family farm located outside of Pine Village, IN which is about 15 miles west of Purdue University on State Road 26. We are currently a 3,000 acre row crop farming operation of corn and soybeans, as well as a Pioneer Seeds Dealer.

Looking for an honest, self-motivated individual that can operate equipment efficiently, work independently and/or well with others. Good communication skills are a must. General Farm Labor: assist with daily maintenance of equipment, seasonal grain system maintenance, and other minor equipment repairs & maintenance. Operate farm equipment: Newer John Deere equipment with GS3 or Gen4 Displays and auto-trac systems, specifically ripping and vertical tillage, other duties may include grain cart operation and hauling commodities from the field to the farm grain system (previous truck driving skills is a plus, but a CDL is not required). Willingness to learn new tasks, work hard, and climb grain structures. Current opportunities include general labor for this fall. Other opportunities include general labor for the spring on the farm and with the seed business, as well as a summer internship with the Pioneer Hi-Bred Dealership.

For more information, please contact Joel Fulkerson – 765.761.7494